
Partner reading  
Game ((. 152–159)

The team continues to play ball. See how well they do. 

Read from page 152 to page 157, “Think, my lord.”

Drew and his team find out there will be a big game between the two best teams 
in their league. Look back at pages 152 and 153. 

Who are the best teams now? ___________________________________ 

Break up the compound word showdown. Put a slash between the base words: 

showdown 

Look back at page 154. How many free shots does each player make out of 50 
tries?

Drew: _____  Colin: _____  Tomas: _____

Talk to your partner.

What might Drew be thinking and feeling right now? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

Read from page 157 to page 159. The big showdown with Bryant starts. 

Talk to your partner. 

Who is ahead in the game so far? 

▢ Baldwin ▢ Bryant

▢ Baldwin ▢ Bryant

We think he might be 

What problems are Drew and Tomas having?

________________________________________________________________ 

Who do you predict will win the big game? 
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Name:



Theme tracker 
Think about the theme: 

Find something important that Coach House says to the team. 

Make a theme tracker entry on page 92. Explain how the quote connects to the 
theme. 

I made a theme tracker entry. 
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Things can get in the way of achieving your dreams, but you have to keep trying. 
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